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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper reviews the experience under the Special Data Dissemination Standard (the
SDDS or the Standard), discusses issues related to the closing of the transition period at
the end of 1998, and presents proposals for refinements of the SDDS. The background to
development of the SDDS and experience since its establishment in March 1996 are outlined
in Box I. The proposals concern the requirements for international reserves and external debt,
a shift to making hyperlinks 1 from the Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board (DSBB) to
country data sites an integral part of subscription, the approach to monitoring observance, and
procedures for dealing with nonobservance. The paper also indicates the staff resource
implications of the suggested work program. Finally, the paper briefly describes proposed
changes to the structure of the General Data Dissemination System, consistent with those
proposed for the SDDS, regarding international reserves and external debt.
A substantial volume of work has been undertaken by countries to improve their statistical
practices in line with the SDDS, underscoring that the SDDS is serving the intended
purpose of encouraging improvements in statistical systems. Some results are already
available, such as improved coverage and more frequent and timely dissemination of economic
and financial data; other results are apparent in the introduction of more transparency in
practices, such as calendars ofrelease dates. In recent contacts with the staff, subscribers have
shown a high degree of commitment to completing the tasks still needed to bring them into
full observance of the Standard by the end of the transition period. While the transition period
formally closes at the end of 1998, evidence that countries are observing the requirements of
the Standard will continue to become available well into 1999, some only by mid-year or
later. 2
With respect to international reserves, experience has revealed the need for a more
comprehensive and disaggregated treatment, including reserve-related liabilities, financial
derivative positions, and other supplementary information that would cast further light on
countries' reserve positions and potential demands on reserves. Most of this information is
already compiled by country authorities and what is required now is the commitment to make
the data publicly available in a timely manner. This paper proposes decisions for Board
consideration that would add the main components of international reserves, covering these
items, to the specifications of the SDDS, with periodicity of one week and a one-week lag,
together with a one-year transition period for implementation. A more detailed breakdown of
1

A hyperlink is an instantaneous electronic link from one website to another.

To illustrate, consider the situation of a country shifting to quarterly national accounts with
quarterly timeliness. To meet the Standard, the country would need to disseminate national
accounts data for the first quarter of 1999 by end-June 1999-thus evidence of observance for
this category would not be available until mid-year. Consequently, while this paper provides
information on the state of transition plans, it would be premature to attempt to provide a
comprehensive assessment.

2
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international reserves, organized in the form of a template, would be prescribed for
dissemination with monthly periodicity and a one-month lag.
With respect to external debt, recent events in Asia and elsewhere have underscored the
international community's need for more comprehensive, frequent, and timely debt data.
However, in contrast to international reserves, for many countries the necessary data
collection and compilation systems for external debt are not in place. Inevitably, establishing
new data systems-especially for private sector external debt-is likely to be an arduous and
lengthy process. On the other hand, a substantial amount of information on debt is available
from existing creditor-side databases.
Against this background, the paper proposes two initiatives aimed at achieving the necessary
improvements in the availability of data for external debt. One initiative-to meet as fast as
possible the international community's desire for better external debt data that is both more
accessible and more timely-consists of efforts already underway to improve and better
coordinate existing creditor-side databases, such as those of the BIS and OECD, together
with information from the World Bank and the Fund.
As a second parallel initiative, the paper proposes to enhance the specifications of the
SDDS concerning external debt to improve coverage, periodicity, and timeliness.
Because this work is likely to involve building new statistical infrastructure for many
countries, it will take time. The staff proposes to establish a three-year transition period for
the dissemination of annual IIP data with two-quarter timeliness as prescribed. It also
proposes to prescribe the periodicity for dissemination of data on external debt as quarterly,
with the prescribed information to be disaggregated among debt of the general government,
the monetary authority and banks, and other (nonfinancial public corporations and the private
sector). Dissemination of forward-looking information on debt payments falling due would
also be prescribed (quarterly for the first year ahead, annual for the second). Reflecting the
agreed strategy for this area, the staff would propose to consult further with data users,
countries and other international agencies on the transition periods for these changes on
external debt. A subsequent paper would provide proposed decisions.
The DSBB has successfully met its initial objectives although, as indicated below, there are
new challenges to be met. The usage figures have been rising sharply and feedback from users
is positive. One key ingredient has been the move to direct hyperlinks to appropriately
formatted country websites, thus making actual data and information about the data
accessible, for those subscribers with hyperlinks in place. Staff contacts indicate a step up in
usage of those country data sites with DSBB-hyperlinks. Against this background, the staff
proposes to make the establishment of a hyperlink to a country website, containing data
covered by the SDDS, a prescribed feature of the SDDS. The staff proposal envisages a
transition period of one year for this to be put in place. Further, in the evolving world of
Internet technology, the initial experience with the DSBB, while gratifying, does not provide a
guarantee of future success. Accordingly, in addition to the proposal for mandatory hyperlinks
to country data sites, work is underway, in consultation with private sector experts, on
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developing ways to enhance and market the DSBB in light ofrapid changes in technologies
and user requirements for data. This would include the possibility of further developing the
DSBB into a user-friendly database system ..
Concerning the monitoring of observance of the Standard, the staff proposes to implement
monitoring of the data dimension and advance release calendars. Staff monitoring would be
facilitated by the introduction of mandatory hyperlinks. Monitoring of the remaining
components of the access dimension together with the integrity and quality dimensions would
be on a self-declaration basis by subscribers; information provided to the staff in the context of
Article IV consultations could play a helpful supplementary role. The paper also spells out for
Board consideration the procedures for dealing with cases of nonobservance.
From the beginning, the work program associated with the SDDS has drawn intensively on
staff resources and the work program has expanded over time. If the work is to continue as
planned and the credibility of the Standard is to remain high, sufficient staff resources will
need to be provided. The paper envisages that eight additional staff would need to he
deployed to work on SODS-related issues in the Statistics Department. There will also be a
need for additional resources for technical assistance and for work on these issues elsewhere
in the Fund.
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Box 1. Background on Development and Experience
1.
Preparation of the Fund's Special Data Dissemination Standard (the SDDS or the Standard) began
m the wake of economic turbulence in 1994/95. These events underscored the role that infonnation deficiencies
could play in contributing to market turmoil. Within many countries, there are codes-promulgated by
accounting organizations, stock exchanges and so on-which outline the fmancial information that economic
entities should disclose on a regular and timely basis to maintain their standing in the capital markets. As of
1994/95. there was no counterpait in the international domain concerning countries' economic and financial
data. In this vein, the SDDS was envisaged as providing a voluntary set of data dissemination standards,
representing an effort to codify existing good practice, to which countries participating in international capital
markets, or aspiring to do so, could subscribe.
2.
After wide-ranging consultations by staff with users and producers of data and feedback from the
Executive Board, the SDDS was established in March 1996, encompassing four key dimensions of statistical
practice: data (within which coverage, periodicity and timeliness), access, integrity and quality. A transition
period, to close at end-1998, was established, during which time subscribing countries would make necessary
changes to their data practices Under the SDDS, subscribing countries would provide more comprehensive,
reliable, accessible, and timely economic and financial infmmation. The SDDS was of course not expected by
itself to pre\lent econom\c cn<::.es. Neverth.eless, the disturbance":> that began in Asia in 1991 have further
underscored the role that infonnation deficiencies can play and have indicated the need for refinements to the
Standard. In particular, enhancements are seen as essential concerning the specifications for international
reserves and external debt.

3.
The international community is now engaged in an effort to improve the architecture of the international
monetary system. Much of this work involves translating to the international domain frameworks and codes of
practice that help to support efficient markets within individual countries. The areas where such work is
underway include bankmg, accounting standards, bankruptcy procedures, and fiscal and monetary transparency.
The SDDS can be seen as an early contribution by the Fund. As part of the evolving SDDS process, the
Fund has unde11aken a wide-ranging process of consultation with countries and other international agencies, its
first experiments with public discussion papers ofFund policy proposals, and with the use of an Internet website
to corrunwucate information on data standards. All of these activities provide useful lessons for future activities
in the area of standards.
4.
There has been a large volume ofSDDS-rel,.ted activity over the 2 Y, years since the Standard'•
inception. By end-November 1998, 47 countries were subscribers, including major industrial countries and
many emerging market economies. Given the target audicnce-<:ountries participating in international capital
markets or aspiring to do so-this represents a high subscription rate, consistent with expectations when the
SDDS was first established. Encouraged by the SDDS, subscribers have introduced wide-ranging improvements
in statistical practices, to the benefit of the countries and the international community. In September 1996, the
Fund opened the Dissemmation Standards Bulletin Board (DSBB) on the World Wide Web. This electronic
bulletin board provides easily accessible 1nfonnation about the statistical practices of subscribers, available at
the click of a mouse.
5.
From the begmning, it was clear that users of the DSBB would fmd it more useful if there were a direct
link to actual economic and financial data, in addition to the information it provided about data practices. To that
end, hyperlinks from the DSBB to country website~-with the data on the country site to correspond to the
data described on the DSBB-were put in place, beginning April 1997. By November 1998, hyperlinks to
country data sites were in place for 17 subscribers. Virtually all subscribers have indicated their intention to
introduce hyperlinks Usage of the DSBB has surged over time, from some 25 thousand hits in September 1996
to more than 130 thousand by October 1998, with the cumulative number of hits by October J 998 at 1.8 million.
The goal for the period ahead is the further enhancement of the DSBB as a user-friendly way to access information
concerning the SDDS, the statistical practices of subscribers, and actual economic and financial data for subscribers.
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I.
When the Executive Board established the Special Data Dissemination Standard 3 in
March 1996, Directors emphasized that in the initial phase its implementation should be both
flexible and evolutionary. Directors called for reviews of the SODS, at the end of 1997 and
the end of 1998, that would provide the opportunity to make adjustments that might be
needed. The first review took place in December 1997. The Board also addressed SDDSrelated issues in its July 1998 meeting on international standards and Fund surveillance and in
its September 1998 discussion of data availability, dissemination, and data provision to the
Fund. 4 The conclusions of these discussions are summarized in Box 2.
2.
This paper provides input for the second review of the SDDS. A brief sketch of the
background to the SDDS and its evolution is provided in the Executive Summary; more
detailed information on the experience is contained in Appendix II. Section II presents the
staff proposals for modifications of the SDDS in various areas, including refinements as
regards international reserves, external debt, and the DSBB; reviews the experience during
the transition period and proposes some temporary additional flexibility for subscribers; and
discusses monitoring of observance and procedures for dealing with nonobservance. lt also
briefly discusses the experience with the SODS in the context of the broader work program on
standards and Fund surveillance. Section III makes proposals for modifications to the General
Data Dissemination System (GDDS) stemming from the proposed changes to the data
dimension of the SDDS. Section IV briefly deals with staff resource issues. Section V presents
issues for discussion.

3

Referred to as the SDDS or the Standard subsequently.

A bibliography of Board papers and other materials related to the SDDS is provided in
Appendix I.

4
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Box 2. Recent Board Discussions on the SDDS:
A Summary of Key Conclusions
The First Review of the SDDS (December 1997)
Endorsed proposed procedures for modifying the SDDS.
Agreed that consideration be given to modifying the international reserves data category.
Decided mod1ficat1on to include indicators of financial soundness should await development of
standards in relevant areas.
Decided that a more precise timetable for implementation of the IIP be agreed al the second
review.
Agreed with prelimmary proposals for dealing with nonobservance after the end of the transition
penod. Agreed that a refined proposal be discussed at second review.
Decided that the DSBB remain free to users.

International Standards and Fund Surveillance (July 1998)
Concluded that the Fund should monitor compliance in those areas of most direct concern to the
Fund and where it had relevant technical expe1tise. These core areas would comprise data
dissemination, monetary and financial polic1es, and fiscal transparency 1'he most efficient way to
monitor would be through the Article IV consultation process.
Differed in views on whether the Fund's evaluation of members' compliance with standards in
core areas should be made public.
Noted that staffing implications were potentially sigruficant. Staff should provide detailed
estimates of resource implications.

Data Availability, Dl"emination, and Provision to the Fund (September 1998)
Staff to take lead in developing guidelines on reserves, working closely with other intemational
fora. Staff to develop template on reserves. DSBB metadata on reserves should be strengthened.
Options on auditing to be elaborated, includmg prescribed provision of metadata.
Identified improvements in external debt data as a high priority. Slaff to continue to work closely
with other intcmat1onal agencies. Urged intensification of Bank/Fund eff'o11s to help countries
through traming and technical assistance.
Endorsed role of Inter-Agency Task Force on Financial Statistics. Asked for periodic progress
reports.
Asked staff to seek wide range of views on strengthening external debt.
Agreed that hyperlinks should be prescribed and looked forward to staff's proposals on this.
Endorsed inclusion of data on short-term foreign currency debt of central government, with same
periodicity and timeliness as international reserves.
Agreed to aim for weekly data on reserves with one week lag.
Looked forward to amplification/elaboration of policy on nonobservance at time of second
review.
Endorsed suggestions to look at ways to enhance the DSBB, including options to make it a userfriendly database system.
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A. Refining the SDDS
3.
In its September meeting, the Board called for further discussions on strengthening the
data dimension of the SODS in the areas of reserves and external debt. The staff's proposals
are set out below. This sub-section also briefly discusses the incorporation of indicators of
financial soundness into the SODS-where little progress has been made thus far.

International reserves
4.
In September, most Directors supported expanding the prescribed SDDS category for
international reserves to include reserve-related liabilities, financial derivative positions, and
other supplementary information that would cast further light on countries' net international
reserves positions. 5 Directors noted that disclosure to the public of reserves data on a weekly
basis-and in some cases daily-was emerging as best practice and generally agreed that the
SODS should aim at the dissemination of reserves information weekly, with a lag of one week
or less. They urged the staff to work quickly to develop a template for the disclosure to the
public of data on reserves and related items. Most Directors observed that supplementary data
on the short-term foreign currency debt of the central government should be prescribed, with
the same periodicity and timeliness as that for international reserves.
5.
Since the September meeting, the staff has worked, in the context of the Interdepartmental Task Force on £,xterna/ Debt and Reserves, to develop a template for the
disclosure of reserves data to the public. The latest draft of this template is attached as
Appendix Ill to this paper. The staff has worked closely with a working group established by
the Euro-currency Standing Committee (ECSC) of the G-10 central banks to examine
shortcomings in available data that were identified in the wake of the Asian financial crisis.
This group presented its final report, Enhancing Transparency Regarding the Monetary
Authorities' Foreign Currency Positions, on September 29. The recommendations contained
in this report, as in the G-22 Report on Transparency and Accountability, with respect to the
coverage of reserves data, generally complement and reinforce the statistical directions
envisaged at the September Board meeting (see Box 3) The ECSC report envisaged followup work by a group of technical experts to refine and test the reserves disclosure template.
Fund staff participated in this group, which made proposals that would align the template
more closely with that developed by the staff Nevertheless, it still remains to be seen whether
complete alignment will be feasible. The detailed template is being circulated to the ECSC and
G-10 Governors in advance of their December 1998 meeting

'However, a few Directors cautioned that there may be a trade-off between detailed disclosure
of information on reserves and the timeliness of this information. Some Directors, pointing to
the sensitivity of information on the currency composition of reserves, also expressed
reservations about frequently publishing such detailed data.
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Box 3. Disclosure of International Reserves:
Main Differences between the ECSC and Staff Proposals
The staff has worked closely with a working group. constituted by the Euro-Currency Standing Committee (ECSC)
ofG-10 central banks, to refine a template for the disclosure of reserves and related items. The final version of the
ECSC template, produced in late November, is very similar in most respects to the template proposed by the staff
(Appendl.x ill). However, a few important differences remain. Most significantly:
Periodicity. The G-10 Governors have agreed that, as a first step, by June 1999 data on reserves and

related iten1s should be published monthly, with a one-month lag. The staff proposes weekly disclosure ofa
subset of key items, with a one-week lag, and monthly disclosure of the full template; the transition period
would be through end-l 999. Weekly publication was endorsed by the Board in September.

Derivatives with a maturity of over one year. The ECSC template calls for disclosure of reseJVe-related
liabilities and related items with a maturity of up to one year. The staff proposal also includes forwards and
futures contracts with a maturity of more than one year, on the grounds that these are generally subject to
margin calls (in response to the depreciation of the exchange rate) that can create a drain on reserves at any
time while the contract is outstanding.·
Liabilities that are not settled in foreign currency.. Most reserve-related liabilities are denominated and
settled in foreign currency. However, other transactions that are priced on the basis of changes in the
exchange rate may have macroeconomic effects that are essentially the same. For instance, in the absence of
exchange controls, the macroeconomic effects of nondeliverable forwards and domestic securities that
are indexed to the exchange rate are essentially the same as those of outright forwards and foreigncurrency-deno1ninated securities. The ECSC mcludes all transactions priced in relation to the exchange
rate but not settled in foreign currency in its template as a memorandum item. The staff proposal is similar,
except that it calls for disclosure of nondeliverable forwards and indexed securities as two separate
memorandum items.
Treatment of claims on domestic residents. The ECSC template adopts a definition of reserve assets
based on whether the assets are denominated in foreign currency. The staff template bases the definition of
reserve assets mainly on whether they are claims on nonresidents. It is clear, in any event, that neither
reliance on a currency-based definition nor a strict reliance on the residency criterion will yield a
satisfactory understanding in all cases of the actual availability of resources to meet balance of payments
financing needs
A residency-based approach has the disadvantage that it would permit countries to include claims
denominated in domestic currency as reserve assets; such claims may not be fully available in situations of
currency crisis. At present, few monetary authorities invest their international reserve holdings in domestic
currency denominated assets and the instances in which such assets have caused problems are thus
extremely rare. On the other hand, a currency-based approach has the disadvantage of including as reserves
foreign currency denominated claims on residents. In recent months, the inclusion of such assets in
reserves has contributed to misstatement of the actual availability of resources to meet balance of payments
financing needs in some cases. since these claims were neither liquid nor readily available. There have
been similar problems, albeit in fewer cases, with the availability of assets held abroad in foreign branches
or subsidiaries of banks headquartered in the reporting country.
In the ECSC template, these issues are addressed by requesting that data on deposits included be broken
down between those that are held with resident institutions, those that are held with offices overseas of
institutions headquartered in the reporting country, those held with foreign n1onetary authorities, and other
deposits. The staff te1nplate has adopted the same breakdovm. In line with previous interpretations under
the fifth edition of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM5), the staff has proposed that countries
include in reserve assets only domestic deposits that are backed by a counterpart asset abroad that is
readily available and. under the control of the monetary authorities.
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The staff proposals regarding international reserves (and also to some extent
external debt) are a shift of approach for the SDDS. They represent an effort to advance
international practice in the dissemination of data on reserves (and also external debt) in a
direction viewed as extremely important by the Fund-and its partners elsewhere in the
international community-and thus go beyond the approach adopted under the SODS so far,
namely the codification of existing best practice. This shift is motivated by two main factors:
the vital importance of improving data availability in these two areas, as evidenced by recent
economic and financial turmoil, and the Fund's unique position as both a locus of expertise
and a focal point for discussions on these two data categories. The effort to use the SODS as
a vehicle to support improvements beyond what is currently existing best practice is expected
to be confined to areas that exhibit such factors.
7.
The staffs proposals on a framework for assessing a country's reserves adequacy are
summarized in the template shown in Appendix III. The components that the staff proposes be
prescribed in the SODS for most frequent dissemination are identified in that appendix. The
staff proposes that periodicity be set at weekly, with weekly timeliness, for these main
components. For the full detail of the template, the staff proposes dissemination with a
monthly periodicity and with a one-month lag. The staff is aware that these proposals on
timeliness-which reflect the approach supported by the Board last September-go beyond
those likely to be adopted, as a first step, by the G-10 and represent a step up from current
practice for many countries. In part, the ECSC view reflects the desire of some to preserve
confidentiality in reserve management and exchange market intervention. Nevertheless, the
staff believes that there are compelling reasons to aim for very frequent and timely
dissemination of data on international reserves and related items to the public, a view which
has been reinforced by the crisis experience of recent months. The timely availability of such
information is essential for informed market assessment and reaction. Large-scale shifts in
capital markets can result in very rapid changes in reserves which would not be captured by
the release of data with a monthly periodicity. 6 Comprehensive, frequent, and timely release of
information on reserves serves to demonstrate to the public that the authorities themselves are
well informed about the status of reserves and provides an opportunity for national authorities
to explain their policy stance and the reasons for it. Finally, these data are already generally
available to the authorities, at least in provisional form, on a daily basis. What is required now
is a decision to disclose the data, consistent with the general presumption that data should be
disseminated promptly once they are available.
6

As noted in the recent paper on Fund-supported programs in the Asian crisis (EBS/98/202,
11125/98), the available data on international reserves did not give a complete or timely
picture of the liquidity constraints facing some crisis countries during 1997. This was in part
due to the importance of derivatives transactions, contingent liabilities, and encumbrances on
assets reported as part of gross reserves. However, even if comprehensive information had
been available on these items, publication lags meant that major changes in countries' external
positions became known only after many possible policy responses had already been
foreclosed. For instance, the extent of the decline in one country's usable foreign exchange
reserves that took place in the second half of 1997 was only known well after the fact.
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In addition to these proposals on data coverage, periodicity, and timeliness, the staff
proposes that the following be prescribed practices in the Standard: (a) the prescribed
components should be compiled in conformity with BPM5 and associated operational
guidelines that would be prepared by the staff; (b) to provide assurance to users that reporting
is on the basis of BPM5, subscribers would post on the DSBB detailed metadata on the type
and usability of foreign assets held as official reserves and on the institutions that hold
reserves; and, (c) to cast further light on the reserve assets data, subscribers would post on the
DSBB metadata on the currency composition of reserves and the quality of counterparties.
The metadata on the final currency composition of reserve assets would give an up-to-date
indication of the proportion of reserve assets that were held in the currencies comprising the
SOR basket. The metadata on the quality of counterparties in reserve assets would quantify
the share in foreign exchange reserves of deposits and securities rated A or better and the
share of deposits and securities rated less than A through BBB-.
9.
The staff proposes a one year transition period, ending on December 31, 1999,
for the modified reserves data category. During the early part of this period, the staff would
work, in collaboration with other interested groups, on developing operational guidelines that
would support the new SODS prescriptions. 7
External debt and the international investment position

10.

In September, Directors welcomed the staffs plan to consult widely on external debt
issues. They agreed that there was a need to prescribe the dissemination of frequent and timely
data on external debt-in particular for short-term debt and debt of the private sector.
Directors urged that consultations begin immediately on prescribing that llP statistics be
developed in two stages: first the compilation and dissemination of external debt statistics,
within the IIP framework, and subsequently the development of annual data on the remaining
IIP components. 8

'This work, coupled with experience and some further consultations with compilers and users,
could lead to some adjustment in the details of the template.
'The SDDS currently calls for the dissemination of annual data on a country's external debt
within the framework of the IIP, to be disseminated within two quarters of the end of the
reference year. The dissemination of quarterly IIP data, with a one-quarter lag, is encouraged.
The SODS does not require that subscribers begin to disseminate a complete UP by a fixed
point in time. Rather, it prescribes that subscribers describe on the DSBB their plans and
probable timing for doing so.
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Responses to the consultation paper on external debt

11.
A consultation paper on external debt and related issues was posted on the DSBB on
October 6, 1998, inviting comments. In the same vein, the staff has had the benefit of the
views of members of the IMF Balance of Payments Statistics Committee, which met during
October 21-23, 1998, and the Inter-Agency Task Force on Finance Statistics, which met
during October 29-30. 9
12.
Noting that recent financial crises demonstrated the pressing need for more timely and
comprehensive data on external debt, data users responding to the consultation paper
thought that much more could be done to fill what they regard as major data gaps. The
following points were made:
•

Existing sources do not provide timely or comprehensive data on nonbank private
sector external debt or short-term external debt.

•

Annual data on the country's HP provided with a two-quarter lag was not sufficiently
timely, and quarterly data with a one-quarter lag were needed to monitor more rapidly
changing developments.

•

Timely, forward-looking information on total debt payments falling due in the shortterm is crucial.

•

While application of the residency criterion remains important for consistency of
external debt data with other macroeconomic data systems, supplementary data on
foreign currency debt and debt indexed to foreign currency was also considered useful
for vulnerability analysis.

•

The most useful breakdown of external debt information was by sector, then by
instrument and functional category.

•

Different dissemination schedules for different components of external debt would be
acceptable.

•

Some judged that data on total short-term external borrowing and deposits, including
for the private sector, should, if possible, be disseminated on a monthly basis with no
more than a two-month lag.

The !MF Balance of Payments Statistics Committee provides a forum for data compilers
from a range of countries to meet and discuss issues of mutual interest. The Inter-Agency
Task Force on Finance Statistics is convened by the Fund and includes representatives from
the OECD, Eurostat, the World Bank, the European Central Bank, and the BIS. In recent
meetings on external debt issues, staff from the Commonwealth Secretariat, the Paris Club
Secretariat, and UNCTAD were also invited to participate.

9
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Information on the exposure of major international institutional investors, especially in
emerging markets, should be made transparent and be available on a timely basis.

Data compilers acknowledged the emerging needs of data users, especially in
light of recent global financial developments, and, in principle, supported the objective
of promoting greater data transparency. However, they were concerned about resource
implications and reporting burdens. Some noted the conflict between, on one hand, the
general move in recent years toward elimination of exchange restrictions and liberalization of
capital account transactions and, on the other hand, the thrust for improved data on these
transactions. 10 Compilers expressed concerns about additional difficulties they would face if
data coverage were expanded and increased periodicity and greater timeliness were required.
Some advocated improving the quality of existing data before undertaking the contemplated
initiatives on coverage and periodicity. Several compilers also cited technical difficulties,
including:
13.

•

Identifying external debt on a residency basis, especially with regard to securities,
when the residency of owners/holders often is unclear;

•

Capturing the many forms of private nonbank external debt on a comprehensive basis;

•

Recording complex transactions such as repurchase agreements and financial
derivatives;

•

Adjusting data collection methods to compile external debt statistics on a remainingmaturity basis, rather than the original maturity basis called for in the IIP framework;

•

Compiling data on countries' foreign currency exposures under the residency concept
of the IIP framework; and

•

Gaining compliance with additional data reporting by official and private sector entities
by putting in place an appropriate reporting framework or otherwise achieving
adequate reporting despite the absence of strong legal and regulatory frameworks.

14.
With regard to countries that already compile annual UP data, some compilers
indicated that it would be feasible to produce a preliminary UP on a quarterly basis with a onequarter lag, provided that the full reconciliation of stock and flow data, as required in a
complete IIP, would still be undertaken on an annual basis. Compilers also indicated that
10

Capital flows and external debt data in many countries have been based on information
deriving from the system of capital controls. With controls being relaxed or eliminated over
time in many countries, data collection systems have been adversely affected. In some cases,
there is a reluctance to introduce or enhance data reporting systems on capital flows and debt
because of a concern that such actions may be misperceived by the private sector as
representing a move back to regulation of the flows themselves.
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- 15 having available quarterly international banking statistics and international securities data
published by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) would be useful to validate IIP data
and could facilitate the compilation of a quarterly UP. More generally, it was felt that the
development of debtor source data would take a long time.
Staff proposals on external debt
15.
Against this background, this paper proposes two initiatives to improve the
availability of data on external debt. One initiative--to meet quickly the international
community's need for better and more accessible external debt data-entails an effort that is
already underway to improve and better coordinate existing creditor-side databases, such as
those of the BIS and OECD, together with information from the Fund and World Bank (see
next paragraph). This initiative, while desirable, is not a substitute for the important but
necessarily long-term task of improving external debt information compiled from national
sources. In this vein, the second initiative is to enhance the specifications of the SDDS
concerning external debt to improve coverage, frequency, and timeliness, to provide a vehicle
for improvements in countries' external debt systems. Because this work program involves
strengthening the statistical infrastructure for many countries and involves the cooperation of
several international organizations, it will take considerable time.
16.
With respect to the first initiative, at a meeting of the Inter-Agency Task Force on
Finance Statistics in late October, the Task Force called on creditor countries and the various
agencies to improve the frequency and timeliness of their reports. An initiative was taken to
collaborate on the construction and publication of a database with quarterly data on selected
components of external debt, mainly based on creditor source data supplied by the BIS
(international banking and securities positions) and the OECD (data on official credits and
nonbank export credits) and including related data from the World Bank (Brady bonds) and
the Fund (international reserves). The tentative objective is to make the database available on
the websites of the participating agencies beginning in February 1999, with data through
September 1998. Although an improvement, this would still mean a lag of four to five months
in the availability of creditor-side debt data. Once some experience has developed concerning
this system, consideration could be given to establishing a hyperlink from the DSBB to a
website containing the creditor-side information on external debt.
I 7.
With respect to the second initiative, the staff proposes a transition period of three
years, closing at end-2001, for dissemination of annual data for the IIP as a prescribed
category of the SODS. Annual periodicity and two-quarter timeliness would be prescribed,
with quarterly periodicity and one-quarter timeliness encouraged, as at present.
18.
The experience of the last 18 months underscores the problems that can arise
when external debt data are weak. While it will take time, improving country external
debt information is vital for both countries and the international community.
Accordingly, the staff proposes to introduce a separate data category for external debt
in the SODS. Within this category, the prescribed frequency for dissemination of data
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on external debt would be quarterly, with the information to disaggregate among debt
of the general government, the monetary authorities and banks, and other ( nonfinancial
public corporations and the non-bank private sector). 11 Prospective debt service
obligations by quarter for the first year ahead and annually for the second year ahead
would also be prescribed. 12 The staff would consult further with data users, countries, and
other agencies concerning transition periods for these debt items. These steps would be
pushed forward at maximum speed and the staff would present proposals for Board
consideration in the course of 1999. 13 Subscribers would be encouraged, meanwhile, to
disseminate components as appropriate and feasible.
Prudential-type bank indicators
19.
The first review of the SDDS raised the issue of including prudential-type indicators
in the coverage of the SDDS as a means of providing information on financial soundness.
However, there was no agreed set of core indicators that best provided this information, and
the Board concluded that more experience would be needed in monitoring financial systems
before such a set of indicators could be identified. More importantly, though, it was
recognized that present international accounting standards as well as loan classification and
provisioning rules were not universally applied, so that data bearing on financial soundness in
many countries were of generally poor quality and not amenable to easy interpretation or
comparison across countries. Directors agreed, therefore, that modification of the SDDS to
include indicators of financial soundness should await the development of standards for the
disclosure of macro prudential data and should draw upon the work of other organizations,
including the BIS.
While work is underway to develop standards and principles necessary for robust
20.
financial systems, it is likely to be still some time before suitable standards that could be
considered for incorporation into the SDDS are developed. It is not feasible, therefore, to

11

Broken down by functional category (i.e., other capital liabilities to direct investors,
portfolio investment, and other investment). Total debt of each sector also broken down into
short-term and long-term, on an original maturity basis. The sectoral definitions are described
in the Balance of Payments Manual, IMF, 1993. The "other sectors" category comprises
nonfinancial corporations (private, public, and quasi-corporations), insurance companies,
pension funds, other nondepository financial intermediaries, private nonprofit institutions, and
households.
"Comprising separately interest and principal payments falling due in each of the coming four
quarters and annually for the following year. Broken down into general government, the
monetary authorities and banks, and other sectors.
13

ln addition, in the context of the reserves template, short-term foreign currency debt and
local currency debt indexed to a foreign currency of the central government would also
be prescribed, with weekly periodicity and a one-week lag.
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- 17 include prudential-type indicators into the SDDS at this stage. Staff propose, however, to
provide a paper to the Executive Board on progress in developing macro prudential indicators
sometime after the Spring meetings. That paper could consider the advantages and
disadvantages of incorporating indicators likely to be available in the near future into the
SDDS.

B. The Transition Period and New Subscriptions
21.
In establishing the SDDS, the Executive Board made provision for a transition period
to provide time for subscribers to make the necessary changes in statistical practices.
A substantial volume of work has been undertaken by subscribers to implement their transition
plans under the SDDS. The staff assessment as oflate-November 1998 is that much has been
done but also that much remains to be done. In recent contacts with the staff, representatives
of subscribing countries have expressed confidence that they will meet all transition plan
commitments. Nevertheless, because the Standard is a new and experimental venture, and
reflecting the volume of work that is undetway, there is of course a possibility that some
transition plans may be implemented late.
For the data dimension, the evidence of observance or nonobservance for some
22.
categories-mainly those with quarterly periodicity-will not be clear until well into 1999. 14
If countries use all the time available to them under the transition period, data that fully met
the Standard' s prescriptions would begin to be disseminated at various times in 1999,
depending on the periodicity and timeliness prescribed for the data category in question. The
following table illustrates the various timeframes by which observance will be tested for
different data categories.

14

F or example, for quarterly national accounts, observance would require that data for QI
1999 be disseminated by end-June 1999-meaning that observance/nonobservance would not
be tested until after mid-year.
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Table 1. The Special Data Dissemination Standard: Reference Periods and Deadlines for
the First Release of Data after the End of the Transition Period
Fint Reference Period or
Date 11

Deadline for Flnt Data
Release 11

Fint quarter 1999

30June 1999

January 1999

15 March 1999

Labor market (Employment, Unemployment
and Wues/earnin2s)

First quarter 1999

30June 1999

Price indices (Consumer prices and Producer
orices)

January 1999

1March1999

FiJcal year
1997/98 or 1998/99

31 March 199931December1999

Central government operations

January 1999

I March 1999
2/

Central government debt

31 March 1999

30 June 1999

Analytical accounts of the banking sector

31 January 1999
4/

l March 1999
21

Analytical accounts of the central bank

31 January 1999

15 Feb.1999

Interest rates

1 January 1999
or the lint working day

51

Stock market

I January 1999
or the fint working day

51

Fint quarter 1999

30June1999

31 January 1999
51

8 February 1999

January 1999

29 March 1999

l January 1999
or the first working
day

51

As speclfled by the metadata

· Aupeclfled by the
metadata ·.

Catev:o'P\1

Realaector.
National account•
Production Index/indices

Fiscal •ector ·
General government or public oector
operations

J_/

2/

4/

Financial sector

4/

External sector
Balance of payments
International reserves

Mercbandioe trade
Exchange rates
Population

li

2/

J.I

±'

'if

The reference periods and retease dates shown in the table are the latest permitted after the end of the transition
period, unless a subscriber is taking a flexibility option for that data category. In instances where a subscriber
disseminates data with a higher periodicity or on a more timely basis than that prescribed by the SODS,
correspondingly earlier deadlines would be observed. Saturdays and Sundays are assumed to be non-working days.
However, as a general rule, when a release date falls on a non-working day in a subscribing country, the next working
day then becomes the applicable release date.
February 28 falls on a Sunday.
For the General government operations/Public sector operations data category, the relevant fiscal year will end on one
of the following dates: September 30 1998, December 31 1998, March 31 1999, or June 30 1999. Data must be
published within six months after the end of the fiscal year applicable for each subscriber.
Data as measured on this date (that is, stock data).
The SODS does not prescribe a t1melmess for this data category.
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Feedback from officials in subscribing countries indicates that bringing statistical
practices into conformance with the requirements of the SODS is an exercise that requires
major efforts on many fronts. In some countries, especially those affected by recent economic
turbulence, the effort has been hindered by budget adjustments for statistical agencies.
Overall, it is likely that the volume of work and the required extent of coordination across
agencies are of sufficient complexity that some countries may experience difficulty in
completing all of their transition plan commitments on time, despite substantial good faith
efforts to do so.

An additional complexity is that, for those subscribers that participate in EMU,1' the
24.
EMU process raises issues and some potential complications. As EMU unfolds, the focus of
macroeconomic analysis may shift over time toward EMU-wide macroeconomic aggregates,
away from country specific information. For example, with monetary policy established at the
European Central Bank, analysis will inevitably shift toward EMU-wide monetary aggregates.
Over time, some data categories may be affected in terms of coverage-initially the categories
most likely to be affected are monetary statistics and international reserves. Eventually, as
markets become more integrated and new settlement arrangements affect estimation of
national statistics, other data categories may be affected, in particular, merchandise trade and
the balance of payments. The staff is consulting with European counterparts on how to
approach these issues and in the near-term is preparing adjustments to DSBB pages for those
countries and categories where dissemination practices are likely to change in the near-term.
25.
There are some differences between the timeliness prescribed in the SDDS and that
called for under EU regulations. For example, the SDDS prescribes monthly industrial
production data disseminated 42 calendar days after the end of the reference month, while EU
regulations now set a timeliness of one month plus 15 calendar days. Similarly, the Standard
prescribes timeliness for dissemination of producer price data of one month following the
reference month, compared with one month plus 5 calendar days under EU regulations.
Similar issues might arise with respect to financial statistics. In addition, decisions are now
being taken by EMU participants that may temporarily affect the timeliness of dissemination of
some other data in the coming period.
26.
In order to smooth the transition process for all subscribers-while not diluting the
Standard-the staff proposes that subscribers be permitted one additional flexibility
option, to expire at the close of 1999. A flexibility option allows a subscriber to disseminate
data with a lower frequency (periodicity) or with a greater lag (timeliness), or both, than
prescribed for the data category under the SDDS. The same limitations would apply as for the
current two permanent flexibility options available to subscribers, e. g. these options cannot be
used for reserves. This approach is designed to provide some additional temporary margin of

15

Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, and
Spain.
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flexibility, especially in light of the uncertainties just mentioned, as subscribers bring their
practices into accordance with the Standard's requirements.
New subscriptions
27.
New subscriptions will of course continue to be encouraged over time. Indeed, several
such subscriptions may emerge in coming months. It is also hoped that participation in the
GDDS will provide a number of countries with a vehicle to improve statistical practices in
preparation for the more demanding SDDS requirements. The experience indicates that a
fairly intensive collaborative effort between the staff and the subscribing country may be
necessary before a full determination can be made as to where the country's practices stand
with respect to SDDS prescriptions.
28.
The staff proposes that member countries that wish to subscribe to the Standard after
the transition period would communicate this informally to the staff and, at that time,
undertake to provide the necessary metadata other than the summary methodologies to the
staff as soon as possible. The staff would work with the member to determine where its
practices stand with respect to the Standard as well as to identify any changes in practices that
would be required. If no changes were needed, the member would inform the Secretary of its
subscription and the Fund's public identification of the subscription would be made through
the posting of the metadata on the DSBB almost immediately. Of course, a member could
make known publicly its intent to improve its data and dissemination practices with the goal of
subscription to the SDDS. For members where changes were required, the member would,
after the necessary changes had been discussed with the staff and implemented, inform the
Secretary of its subscription. Again, the Fund's public identification of the member's
subscription would be made through the posting of the metadata on the DSBB. The staff also
proposes that new subscribers would need to provide to the staff the summary descriptions of
methodology called for under the SDDS within three months of the posting of the member's
metadata on the DSBB.
C. Observance and Monitoring

29.
This subsection presents proposals for dealing with cases of possible nonobservance of
the SDDS that incorporate the views expressed by Executive Directors at the time of the First
Review. It also makes some preliminary proposals on monitoring observance.
A framework for dealing with observance
30.
At the first review, Directors broadly supported the staffs preliminary proposals to
deal with possible nonobservance by a subscriber to the SDDS after the transition period,
characterized by a two-track approach to resolving nonobservance cases, distinguishing
between deviations from practices prescribed by the SDDS and those relating to the provision
of accurate and timely metadata. Directors requested that the staff present a refined proposal
for dealing with possible nonobservance, which would reflect their comments and might
include indicative timeframes, for consideration at the second review.
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3 1.
A framework for dealing with nonobservance should have two key objectives:
(i) maintaining the credibility of the metadata that are presented on the DSBB; and,
(ii) maintaining a high level of transparency. Credibility requires that cases of
nonobservance need to be dealt with quickly with the ultimate end of rectifying inaccuracies,
identifying subscribers not in observance, and, in extreme cases, removing metadata from the
DSBB. While there is obviously a need for a graduated process, with a series of well-defined
steps, maintaining the credibility of the DSBB requires that the information it contains be both
accurate and up-to-date. Transparency is needed to ensure that users of the DSBB are aware
of the steps involved.
32.
The staff proposes the following series of steps for dealing with nonobservance. The
time lapses described for individual steps would be indicative only. The staff would exercise
judgement and, while generally seeking to follow these indicative time periods, would tailor
them to the specific situation being addressed:
•

First, a deviation of any kind from the requirements of the SDDS would be brought
immediately to the attention of the SDDS country coordinator and in the case of an
oversight or technical slippage could presumably be resolved within a few days.

•

Subsequent steps would follow a graduated approach that would have increasingly
serious implications and that would differentiate between minor and serious breaches.
In the case of possible ~onobservance of the practices prescribed for the data
dimension or the advance release calendar element of the access dimension of the
SDDS, which would be the most likely to arise, the staff would try to resolve the issue
with the SDDS country coordinator, and it could be expected that most issues would
be resolved at this stage. If a satisfactory solution could not be found within.five
working days, 16 the Executive Director concerned would be notified. If the problem
remained unresolved ten working days after notification of the Executive Director, the
staff would bring the issue to the attention of management with a proposal that a note
be placed on the DSBB transparently describing the problem that had arisen and
indicating the authorities' response and the efforts underway to remedy it.
Management would bring the matter to the attention of the subscriber's Governor for
the Fund and the Executive Board would be informed of management's initiative. If
the issue was still not resolved within a further I 0 working days, the issue would be
referred to the Executive Board. It may take a decision that the subscriber is not in
observance of its undertaking under the SDDS, and that a notice to that effect would
be posted on the DSBB. The staff believes that it would be preferable to continue to
show the subscriber's metadata on the DSBB but the DSBB should indicate clearly
that the Board had determined that the subscriber was no longer in observance of the
Standard and the nature of the situation. If, after a reasonable period following the
determination by the Executive Board of a subscriber's nonobservance of its

16

Working days refer to days which are not weekends or official holidays for either the
subscribing country or the Fund.
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- 22 undertakings under the SDDS and the posting of that determination on the DSBB, the
subscriber persisted in its failure to observe any of its undertakings under the SDDS,
the Board may decide to delete the metadata of that subscriber from the DSBB.
•

Each quarter, subscribers would be required to certify the accuracy of the metadata
posted on the DSBB or, if the metadata were inaccurate, to provide the staff with
revised metadata on a timely basis. 17 The date oflast certification of the metadata
would be posted prominently on the DSBB. In the event that a subscriber did not meet
this certification requirement for two successive certification dates, the staff would
enlist the support of the Executive Director in resolving the issue. If the issue remained
unresolved after JO working days, the staff would inform management. The sequence
of subsequent steps would follow that described above for the data and access
dimensions. Between certification dates, there might be situations where the staff came
to learn, including through the Article IV consultation process, of changes in practices
that affected the accuracy of metadata posted on the DSBB. In such situations, the
staff would, after informing the SDDS coordinator, post a note on the DSBB
indicating that the metadata in question were in the process of being updated. While
the staff would work with the SDDS coordinator to ensure that the affected metadata
were amended expeditiously, subscribers would be required, in any event, to provide
the revised metadata at the time of the next quarterly certification. Failure to do so
would set in train the steps outlined immediately above.

Monitoring observance

33.
At the July discussion of the general topic of international standards and Fund
surveillance, Directors concluded that the Fund should monitor compliance with standards in
those areas of most direct concern to the Fund and where it had the relevant technical
expertise. They acknowledged the practical, resource-related, and conceptual difficulties in
monitoring compliance with standards and suggested that the Fund's approach to monitoring
was likely to evolve over time. They noted that it would be easier to monitor compliance in
areas where standards provided a clear set of guidelines for actual practice.
34.
In discussions leading up to the establishment of the SDDS, it was anticipated that
users of the DSBB would likely play a key role in assessing subscribers' practices vis-a-vis the
Standard. However, the extent to which users are monitoring subscribers' compliance with the
Standard seems to be limited. In fact, they may well be relying on the Fund to do so. Against
this background, there are compelling reasons for the Fund to take an active role in
monitoring observance of the SDDS. Nevertheless, the staff will also continue to seek ways to
facilitate and encourage feedback and scrutiny from users of the DSBB.
35.
The requirements for the data dimension of the SDDS are objective and unambiguous
and therefore amenable to monitoring in a conceptually easy way by the staff. For the access
17

The proposed quarterly certification process is described below.
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dimension, the element relating to advance release calendars is also amenable to monitoring,
albeit with a little more difficulty. The remaining element of the access dimension refers to
simultaneous release and prescribes that data be released to all interested parties at the same
time. Monitoring this element and the dimensions of integrity and quality-where the issues
might not be so clear cut-would be more difficult. Self-declaration by subscribers that
practices accord with the requirements of the Standard must be central in these areas.
The mechanics of monitoring
36.
The staff could undertake monitoring of observance of these elements in a number of
ways: 18 (i) subscribers could be required to provide the staff, on an ongoing basis, with
documentary evidence, such as press releases, that the Standard was being followed. For the
increasing number of cases where dissemination of releases is through the Internet, the staff
would need to check the relevant web sites on an ongoing basis; (ii) the staff could develop a
network of correspondents in subscribing countries that would continuously report on country
practices; or, (iii) ifhyperlinks are made a prescribed part of the SDDS-as proposed
elsewhere in this paper-they would provide a unique tool to support monitoring of the data
dimension. For advance release calendars, the Standard prescribes that subscribers disseminate
calendars themselves and also provide the staff with the necessary information for posting on
the DSBB. The staff would "monitor" observance of this element by checking the release
dates provided for posting on the DSBB to ensure that they were consistent with the
prescriptions of the SODS and with the posted advance release calendars.
The first and second options would be time consuming and resource intensive for all
3 7.
parties. The third option-based on the use of prescribed hyperlinks, a step that is desirable in
its own right-would have more limited resource requirements. It is expected that staff
monitoring of observance through prescribed hyperlinks would require an additional four staff
in the Statistics Department on a continuing basis. The staff favors the third option.
A proposal for monitoring
On the basis of the above, the staff makes the following proposals on monitoring for
38.
Board consideration:
•

The establishment by subscribing countries of national summary data pages on the
Internet, to which the DSBB would be hyperlinked, would be prescribed.

•

Current subscribers and those that subscribed before the end of the transition period
would, if they had not done so already, need to establish national summary data pages
by December 31, 1999. These pages would be updated on each occasion of release of
data covered by the SDDS.

18

That is, the data dimension and the advance release calendar element of the access
dimension.
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Members who subscribe in 1999 would need to develop a national summary data page
by the end of the year. Members who subscribe from 2000 onwards would need to
have developed a national summary data page by the time of subscription.

•

The staff would continuously monitor observance of the data dimension and the
advance release calendars element of the access dimension, beginning from end-March
1999, although such monitoring would only become fully effective from end-1999
when hyperlinks were present for all subscribers.

•

Subscribers would be required to certify the accuracy of all of the metadata posted on
the DSBB on a regular quarterly basis, and the date oflast certification would be
posted on the DSBB. 19 This would be equivalent to "self-monitoring" of the accuracy
of metadata by subscribers and would allow some element of public scrutiny that
would pave the way for a more active monitoring role by users. This regular quarterly
certification process would begin in the first quarter of 1999. Under this process,
subscribers would be required to notify the staff, within three working days of the end
of the calendar quarter, that either: (i) all of the metadata posted on the DSBB were
fully accurate; or, (ii) certain metadata were incorrect. In the latter case, subscribers
would be required to provide corrected metadata within a further five working days.

3 9.
Especially in the initial phase, monitoring would be conducted on a pragmatic and
flexible basis. Efficient and continuous monitoring in the fashion sketched here would be
greatly facilitated if hyperlinks were in place for all subscribers, slated to be the case by endl 999.
40.
In the interests of transparency, it would be important to keep users of the DSBB
apprised of each subscriber's position with respect to the SDDS. This could be done as
follows:
•

The latest date on which a subscriber had certified the metadata would be indicated on
each of the metadata pages on the DSBB.

•

Following a determination by the Executive Board that a subscriber was no longer in
observance of the data or the access dimensions of the SDDS, or had persistently
failed to provide accurate and timely metadata, this determination would be posted in a
prominent location on the DSBB. If, after a reasonable period, a subscriber persisted
in its failure to observe any of its undertakings under the SDDS, the Executive Board
may decide to delete the metadata of that subscriber from the DSBB.

19

Such a certification process was introduced on a trial basis in for the third calendar quarter
of 1998 whereby subscribers were asked to inform the staff, by October 3, that either (i) all of
the metadata posted on the DSBB were fully accurate or (ii) certain metadata were incorrect.
In the latter case, subscribers were required to provide corrected metadata within a further
five working days. This process has helped to spur ongoing improvements.
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Once each year, the staff would prepare a report for the Board on subscriber status
during the year with respect to the practices covered by the SDDS. This report would
also be posted on the DSBB.
D. Enhancing the DSBB

41.
The use of the DSBB has risen sharply over time and feedback from users has become
increasingly positive. The number of hits on the website from unique hosts-that is, excluding
repeat hits from users accessing the website on multiple occasions-rose from 2, 731 in the
initial month (September 1996) to 19,996 by October 1998. The total number of hits,
including those from repeat users, rose from 25,343 in October 1996 to 130,006 in
September 1998. Total hits over the entire period through October 1998 amount to about
I. 8 million.
42.
Hyperlinks to appropriately formatted country websites containing economic and
financial data are now in place for 17 subscribers. 20 Most of the remaining subscribers plan to
introduce such hyperlinks. The staff proposes that such hyperlinks be made a prescribed
feature of the SDDS for subscribers, with a transition period of one year, closing at the
end of 1999.
43.
In September I998, Directors endorsed the staffs suggestion to engage consultants to
advise on ways to enhance further the DSBB in light of rapid prospective changes in
technologies and market requirements for data, including the possibility of further developing
the DSBB into a user-friendly database system. Accordingly, the staff is in the process of
engaging consultants to advise on means and methods for enhancing the DSBB; a preliminary
report on various options, costs, and impacts is planned for the Spring of 1999 to be followed
by a final report later in the year. Any fundamental changes to the nature of the DSBB would
first be presented to the Board for its consideration. The consultants will be asked to advise
on three areas: (i) the marketing of the DSBB through the Internet and other means to ensure
that it receives maximum exposure to market participants; (ii) the design and implementation
of changes to the web site to enhance its usefulness, through simplification of presentation and
the use of hyperlinks to background information; and, (iii) the possibility of using the DSBB
to develop a user-friendly database system allowing market participants access to large
volumes of data-in collaboration, as appropriate, with private sector information services.

20

Subscribers with hyperlinks are: Argentina, Canada, Colombia, Croatia, Hong Kong SAR,
Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
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E. The Consultation Process
44.
The development of the SDDS and subsequently the GDDS has involved a continuing
and wide-ranging process of consultation with data producers in countries; statistical experts
in international agencies; data users in the financial markets and elsewhere, and private
analysts and experts. The collaborative discussion has had to extend beyond the usual
counterparts of Fund staff in finance ministries and central banks to reach national experts,
outside analysts and researchers, financial market participants and others. The process has
inevitably been time consuming and resource intensive, but has been essential to the
achievement of worthwhile results. Box 4 reviews the experience.
Box 4. Consultation with Outside Partners in Work on the SDDS
The work on data dissem1na1Jon standards began in early 1995. With respect to the SDDS, there have been the following phases of

consultation:

Initially (April to September 1995), consultation on the design of the SDDS took place via Board papers, generating feedback
through Executive Directors (fro1n finance ministries, central banks, and, to a limited extent, statistical agencies), leading to follow-up

papers.

The second phase involved a round of missions to 24 countries during October to December 1995, for discussions both with
producers of economic and financial statistics (typically economics and finance ministries, central banks, and statistical agencies) and
also with private sector representatives (banks, other financial houses, credit rating agencies, think-tanks, economic analysts, and
others). The staff corresponded with another 42 countries on the formulation of the SDDS, on the basis of a detailed
questionnaire. The discussions and contact with these parties provided vital information on the needs of data users and the
perspectives of data compilers.
Phase three (February 1996) was a discussion dJ"aft paper released to the media, made available on the Internet and sent for
comment to a large number of market participants and other interested parties. This was the Fund's first experiment with a
public discussion paper on a policy matter, seeking outside input before firm decisions were made. The responses were summarized
for the Board.
The fourth phase comprised a further round of Board papers, followed by approval and implementation of the SDDS in March 1996.
Once the SDDS was approved by the Board, letters inviting subscription were sent. 53 countries sent teams to regional seminars
that were held in Asia, Europe, and Latin America during June-August 1995. At these seminars, Fund staff guided country
practitioners through the requirements of the SDDS, the modalities of subscription, and what would be involved in the preparation of

country met.ads.ta for inclusion on the Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board (DSBB). that was slated to open in September
1996.

The Executive Board was given a dress rehearsal of the DSBB before it opened to the public. The DSBB opened on the Internet in
mid·September 1996 and at that time contained metadata for 19 SDDS subscribers. The opening was publicized with roadshows in
London, S~ngapore, and Tokyo.
Once subscription began and the DSBB opened, there were continuing regular contacts between staff and officials involved in
SDDS-rclated activities from the country side, with other international agencies and with DSBB users. A voluntary registration
syste1n was established for DSBB users m June 1997, to provide inforn1ation on the demographics of users and to facilitate
continued dialogue with them.

In April 1997, hyperlinks were introduced from the DSBB to country websitts contoining economic and financial data
formatted consistently with SDDS requirements. By December 1998, hyperlinks were in place for 17 subscribers and virtually all of
the remaining 30 subscribers have indicated their intention to introduce hyperlinks.
In preparation for the first review of the SODS in December 1997, staff sent a questionnaire to subscribers. The responses
provided input for preparation of the review paper and were summarized in that paper.
Following developments in the Asian crisis, efforts began to strengthen the SDDS in the areas of reserves and external debt. The
issues have been discussed 1n Board papers, in regular contacts with country officials. and with other official agencies. In addition, in
order to solicit feedback from data users and compilers, a consultation paper on SDDS proposals concerning international
l'eserves was placed on the Internet in May 1998. A fu11her consultation paper- on external debt-was placed on the
Internet for reaction in October 1998.
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ill. MODIFYING THE GENERAL DATA DISSEMINATION SYSTEM (GDDS)
45.
On December 19, 1997, the Executive Board approved the establishment of the
GODS. Implementation is proceeding broadly on schedule. In February 1998, the Managing
Director wrote to member countries that had not subscribed to the SODS, providing basic
documentation on the GDDS and inviting countries to nominate a coordinator who would
work with Fund staff A preliminary version of the module of the Guide to the Data
Dissemination Standards that deals with the GODS has been used as the primary
documentation for regional seminars that have been held in mainland Asia and Africa, as well
as for work on the development of GDDS metadata for four pilot countries (Bangladesh,
Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, and Fiji). On the basis of the work in the regional seminars and in
pilot countries, the Guide is being revised to serve the remaining six regional seminars that
will be presented in 1999 and to assist the continuing pilot country work
46.
The staff believes that it is useful to review the data coverage of the GODS in light of
the modifications that have been proposed for the SDDS. Although the SODS and GDDS
differ in many respects, there is broad similarity in the data coverage so that events that
require changes in the SODS suggest a need for similar modifications to the GODS. The
principal areas affected by changes in the SDDS are international reserves and external debt.
With regard to international reserves, the GODS that was approved by the Executive Board
included as a core indicator gross official reserves denominated in U.S. dollars. Reserverelated liabilities were included as an encouraged component, and no explicit mention was
made regarding positions in financial derivatives that may affect reserves. In order to reflect
the growing consensus that reserve-related liabilities and derivative positions play a central
role in the identification of a country's reserves position, it is proposed that the GODS core
indicators for international reserves be expanded to include all items in the proposed SDDS
template. There would be no encouraged components in this data category. As the GODS
emphasizes improvements over time in data quality and data dissemination practices, the
impact of this change would be to encourage GODS participating countries to attach equal
weight to the simultaneous improvement of data for gross reserves and reserve-related
liabilities and derivatives.
47.
External debt data are presently covered in the GDDS under both data
categories/indicators and comprehensive frameworks relating to the balance ofpayments. 21
With respect to the former, it is proposed that external debt data for the whole economy
become a core indicator and that external debt service remain as an encouraged category. For
21

Within data categories and indicators, which are generally to be disseminated on a more
frequent and timely basis than comprehensive frameworks, external debt and debt service data
for the total economy are encouraged categories rather than core indicators. For the
comprehensive framework, disaggregated external debt data is currently, together with the
HP, an encouraged extension to the core framework of the balance of payments, with the
latter accorded higher priority than the development of disaggregated external debt data to IIP
data.
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- 28 the comprehensive framework, it is proposed that, for countries where external debt data is of
particular analytical or policy importance, balance of payments and disaggregated external
debt data be accorded equal priority. The structure of the disaggregated external debt data
recommended for the GODS would follow the recommendations elsewhere in this paper, with
the understanding that this structure would be a goal to be achieved over time.
48.
A revised version of The General Data Dissemination System, a concise statement of
the GODS which appeared as Annex V to SM/97/275, will be issued as a supplement to this
paper. Although there are some changes in terminology aimed at bringing further clarity to the
structure of the data dimension, no changes in substance are proposed other than those
relating to international reserves and external debt.

IV. RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS
49.
The staff has made a number of proposals with significant resource implications. This
section deals with the resource implications for the Statistics Department; implications for
other areas of the Fund would need to be assessed on an evolving basis. The staff estimates
that work relating to the methodological aspects and initial preparatory work for the
improvement of external debt data among subscribers (and also the wider Fund membership)
would require on average an additional two staff years on an ongoing basis. Once the actual
work program of advice and technical assistance to support improvements in member country
data systems for external debt came on stream, the resource implications would be much
larger; this issue would need to be revisited at a later stage. Annual resource requirements, on
an ongoing basis, for staff monitoring of the SODS are estimated at four staff years, assuming
that regularly updated hyperlinks are prescribed. Of course, since this is a new area, the latter
estimate cannot be precise. The amount of staff resources will depend on the number of
serious cases of SDDS subscribers failing to meet their commitments under the Standard,
since the graduated process of staff response in such cases outlined earlier in the paper will be
time consuming and resource intensive. The proposed work program for the DSBB might also
have significant additional resource implications, which are difficult to quantify now.
50.
Redeployment of existing resources and the elimination of low-priority activities,
supplemented by limited new resources, have enabled the staff to make substantial progress on
the operational implementation of the SODS since its inception. However, the work program
for the SODS has expanded over time in response to Board feedback and requests and the
ability to provide staffing to maintain and refine a credible Standard has been largely
exhausted. While some staff resources presently devoted to the SODS will be freed up by
about mid-1999 after issues related to the transition period have been addressed, these
resources have been earmarked for work on the implementation of the GODS. On balance,
therefore, an additional requirement of eight staff-excluding those providing technical
assistance-on a continuing basis seems to be needed to enable the Statistics Department to
implement the work program outlined in this paper. If, as has been the case thus far, the work
requirements expand in unanticipated ways, this estimate could well prove to be on the
conservative side.
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51.
In discussing this paper, Directors may wish to review the overall progress on the
SDDS, to discuss issues related to the closing of the transition period, and to respond to the
staff proposals for refinements to the Standard' s specifications concerning reserves and
external debt as well as the proposals regarding monitoring/observance and the DSBB.
Overall progress
52.
Are Executive Directors broadly satisfied with the way the SDDS is evolving? Do they
have comments on its performance as a vehicle for encouraging increased emphasis on data
matters and improvements in countries' statistical systems and practices?

The transition period
53.
A substantial volume of activity has been undertaken by countries to implement their
transition plans under the SDDS and countries have indicated their confidence that these
commitments will be satisfied. The evidence will not be clear until the second half of 1999 for
some data categories. The staff will continue to provide timely information on the DSBB
concerning the implementation of transition plans and expects to provide an overall
assessment in the next SDDS review paper. The staff also proposes that subscribers be
allowed to avail themselves of an additional temporary flexibility option through the end of
1999, to smooth the transition without diluting the Standard. Do Directors support the
approach and the proposals?
Proposals for refinements
International reserves
54.
With respect to international reserves, the staff has proposed a template
(Appendix III) that would provide for comprehensive coverage of reserves and potential
drains on reserves. Key items would be prescribed with weekly periodicity and timeliness and
there would be monthly periodicity and timeliness for the remainder. There would be a oneyear transition period, closing at end-1999. Do Executive Directors support the staff
proposals in this area?
External debt and the international investment position
The staff proposes the specification of a three-year transition period for provision of
5 5.
IIP data as a prescribed data category. Do Executive Directors support this proposal?
56.
With respect to external debt, the international community has indicated its need for
more frequent and timely data. An effort is underway to improve and coordinate better the
external debt information available from existing creditor-side databases, although time lags
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would remain considerable. Do Executive Directors see this effort as an appropriate and
sufficient initiative to quickly improve the availability of information on external debt?
57.
Improvements to data on external debt, compiled from country sources, are necessary
and important but are likely to take a long time, because in many countries it requires
substantial improvements of the statistical infrastructure. The staff proposes a new separate
data category for external debt, with three main components (the general government, the
monetary authorities and banks, and other), and further breakdowns including by maturity,
prescribed with a quarterly periodicity and quarterly timeliness. The staff also proposes to
prescribe provision of forward-looking data on debt service, quarterly for the first year ahead
and annual for the second year. Subscribers would be encouraged meanwhile to disseminate
components as appropriate and feasible. Further consultation will need to be undertaken
before the staff can propose transition periods for these refinements. Do Executive Directors
support these proposals?
Monitoring observance and procedures for nonobservance
58.
The staff has outlined the approach it plans for monitoring observance and the
procedures that would be followed in dealing with possible cases of nonobservance. Do
Executive Directors support the proposals for dealing with nonobservance? What is their
reaction to the suggested approach to monitoring observance?

TheDSBB
59.
With respect to the DSBB, the staff proposes that hyperlinks to appropriately
formatted country data sites be made a prescribed feature of the Standard with a transition
period of one year. Work is underway to further refine the DSBB in consultation with private
sector experts. Do Executive Directors support making hyper/inks prescribed?

TheGDDS
Do Executive Directors support the proposed modifications to the General Data
Dissemination System (GDDS) in the areas of international reserves and external debt
proposed by the staff?
60.

Resource considerations
61.
On resources, the staff estimates that an additional eight staff would be needed in the
Statistics Department for work on SDDS-related matters in the period ahead, if the proposals
presented in this paper are accepted. Would Executive Directors support the inclusion of the
proposed new staff resources in the next forthcoming administrative budget round?
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62.
Assuming Board approval of the proposals in this paper, the staff proposes to prepare
appropriate documents for transmission to subscribers and potential subscribers in the near
future. When establishing the SDDS, the Executive Board called for reviews of the Standard
at appropriate intervals. The staff proposes to send papers to the Board during 1999, as
important issues arise that would benefit from Board feedback. The next overall review of the
SDDS would take place by end-1999. Do Executive Directors support this approach?
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THE SDDS AS OF NOVEMBER 1998
A. Subscriptions
I.
This appendix provides a brief status report on the SDDS as of mid-November 1998.
ln addition to identifying subscribers to the SDDS, it summarizes the work that subscribers
have done to date in bringing their practices into line with the requirements of the Standard as
well as the work that remains to be done. The appendix concludes with some statistics on
DSBB usage and developments in establishing hyperlinks between the DSBB and national
data on the Internet.

2.
The total number of subscribers has now reached 47, comprising a mix of industrial
countries, emerging-market economies, and some transition economies and is broadly in line
with expectations at the time the SDDS was established. The Standard is targeted at countries
participating in international capital markets or aspiring to do so and the rate of subscription
among such countries is high. New subscribers-since the first review-are indicated by an
asterisk in the following current list of subscribers:
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Rep.*
Denmark

Ecuador*
El Salvador •
Estonia•
Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong SAR
Hungary
Iceland
India

Indonesia
Ireland
lsrael
Italy
Japan
Korea
Latvia
Lithuania
Malaysia
Mexico

Netherlands
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Singapore
Slovak Rep.
Slovenia
South Africa

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

The staff is also working informally with several member countries which have expressed an
interest in subscription.
3.
The metadata for an additional nine subscribers have been posted on the DSBB since
the first review, and metadata are now shown on the DSBB for all subscribers except El
Salvador and Estonia, both of which subscribed only recently

B. Observance Status
4.
The requirements for the data dimension of the SDDS are set out in summary form in
the basic SDDS document. These prescriptions, together with those for other dimensions of
the Standard, are included in the provisional version of the Guide to the Data Dissemination
Standards: Module I that was issued in May 1996. This document, complemented by advice
from Fund staff, has guided countries in their work toward observance of the SDDS and in the
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development of metadata for posting on the DSBB. The experience gained in this work has
had broad application to a number of country situations and, therefore, in February 1998, the
staff provided subscribers and prospective subscribers with a supplemental document on the
Standard, Updated Guidance on the SDDS. This document gave further explanations and
elaborations of the Standard and was oriented to practical solutions to problems that had
arisen in discussions between members and the staff. 22
Transition plans: the Data Dimension
5.
Subscription to the SDDS has already led to substantial changes in statistical practices
("transition plans") for a number of countries to enable them to be in full observance by the
end of the transition period.
6.
The 45 subscribers whose metadata are posted on the DSBB have a total of345
transition plans outstanding. Table 1 shows the distribution of these plans by sector and
element. Table 2 summarizes the information by country and data category. Outstanding
transition plans are distributed over all four sectors covered by the Standard with the fiscal
sector recording the largest share.

A supplemental guidance document, Advance Release Calendars, was also issued in
February 1998.
22
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Table 1. Data Dimension: Distribution of Transition Plans By Sector and Element
Table 1.1 The Data Dimension: Drntribution of Transition Plans Identified by
Sector and Element

11

(Absolute Numbers)
Coverage

Total

Periodicity

Timeliness

30

94
151
100
71
416

Real sector
Fiscal sector
Financial sector
External sector

12
73
31
29

26
12

52
43
43
30

Total

145

103

168

35

Table 1.2 The Data Dimension: Distribution of Transition Plans Identified as Completed by
Sector and Element 11

(Absolute Numbers)
Coverage

Periodicity

Timeliness

Total

5
5

6
7

13
14
23
21

23

71

Real sector
Fiscal sector
Financial sector
External sector

2
6

6

6
3
11

Total

23

25

9

Table 1.3 The Data Dimension: Distribution of Transition Plans Outstanding by

Sector and Element 11

(Absolute Numbers, with Percentage of Total in Parentheses)

Covel'age

Real sector
Fiscal sectoc

Financial sector
External sector
Total

11 (3)
67 (20)
25 (7)
20 (6)

123 (36)

Periodicity

24
32
15
7

(7)
(9)
(4)
(2)

78 (22)

Timeliness

46
38
37
23

(13)
(l l)
(11)
(7)

145 (42)

Total

81 (23)
137 (40)

77 (22)
50 ( 15)

345 (100)

11 Plans identified as of November 17, 1998 and based on the transition plans identified on the summary ofobservance

pages for the 45 subscribers whose metadata were posted on the DSBB on that date. Figures exclude the International
investment position data category, for which there is no fixed date for complc:tion. However, 15 countries have either
indicated their intention to bring the IIP data into observance of the SDDS by the end of the transition period or have already
completed transition plans affecting the IlP.
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Table 2. The Data Dimension: Status of Observance, by Subscriber, Sector and Data Category u
Shaded cells Indicate data categories that fully meet the SDDS requirements and blank cells Indicate data categories for which at least
one transition plan has 1tiU to be completed.

REAL SECTOR

COUNTRY

NAG

21

F'IscAL SECTOR

21

FINANCIAL SECTOR 21

AAB

I AAC

EXTERNAL Sl!CTOR 21

DATA
CATEGORY
31
TOTAL
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REAL SECTOR

21

FlscAL SECTOR l/

FINANCIAL SECTOR 21

COUNTRY

ExTERNAL SECTOR l/

DATA
CATr.GORY
TOTAL'11

Peru

240

Total

II Measured on November 17, 1998, based on tbe transition plans ldentifled on the summary of observance pages for tbe 45 1ubscrlben whose metadata were posted
on the DSBB on that date. The lilt of data categories esdudes the International Investment position (UP) data category, for which there Is no fixed data for
completion.
21 The abbreviations correspond to the following data categories:
Keal Sector: NAG= National accounts, IND= Production Index, EMP = Emp..yment, UEM = Unemp..yment, WOE= Wages!amlngs, CPI= Consumer prices, PPI
= Producer prices YllCal Sector: GGO = General government operations, CGO = Central government operations, CGD ~ Central government debt. Financial HCtor:
AAB =Analytical accounts of the banking sector, AAC =Analytical accounts oftbe central bank, INR =Interest rates, SPI =Share price indeL External Sector: BOP
= Balance of payments, ILR = International reserves, MET = Me..,bandise trade, EXR = Exchange rates. POP = Population.
3/ The number of data categories for which transition plans are still outstanding.

w
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Transition plans: Advance Release Calendars
7.
Although none of the subscribers with metadata on the DSBB at present fully meets
the requirements of the SODS for the dissemination of one-quarter ahead advance release
calendars, much progress has been made since the first review. Moreover, to facilitate meeting
these requirements, the Updated Guidance on the SDDS distributed last February stated that
subscribers could use the DSBB as the sole means of disseminating calendars, provided that
notice be given in a high-frequency publication to this effect. The staff therefore does not
envisage major problems with completion of the outstanding transition plans for advance
release calendars.

C. Summary Methodologies
8.
The SODS requires that subscribers provide to the Fund, before the end of the
transition period, and for eventual posting on the DSBB, a summary statement on the
methodology used to compile data for each prescribed data category. Early experience with
the summary methodology statements provided by some subscribers indicated that more
guidance in the preparation of these statements would be useful to ensure the presentation of
broadly comparable statements across data categories and countries. To that end, the staff
developed so-called "prompt points" for most data categories to guide subscribers in
developing their summary methodology statements. In addition, the Fund has worked with
other international organizations to bring to bear their expertise in certain areas; the staff is
working with the International Labor Organization (ILO) for the labor market data category
and with the United Nations Statistics Division for the population data category. It is expected
that summary methodology statements for existing subscribers will be reviewed and refined, as
needed, and posted on the DSBB in 1999.

D. The Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board
9.
The DSBB (http://dsbb.irnforg), which was opened to the public on the Internet on
September 19, 1996, identifies publicly those countries which have subscribed to the SDDS
and provides access to subscribers' metadata. The DSBB is a useful tool for financial market
participants and others to understand how subscribers' dissemination practices meet the
SDDS and to learn more about the data. In addition, in a number of cases, the DSBB serves
as a gateway or link to the most recent data disseminated on national summary data pages (see
below).
Table 3 provides usage statistics for the DSBB since its inception in September 1996.
I 0.
The table provides monthly information on the number of" hits" and the number of"unique
hosts;" the latter indicate how many separate user addresses access the DSBB in a given
period. The information indicates that usage of the DSBB has risen very rapidly over time.
Specifically, the number of hits on the website from unique hosts rose from 2, 731 in the initial
month (September 1996) to about 20,000 by October 1998. The total number of hits,
including those from repeat users, rose from 25,343 in September 1996 to 130,006 by
October 1998. Total hits over the entire period through October 1998 amount to about
1. 8 million.
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Table 3. DSBB Usage Statistics
Part A - Overall Picture of Monthly Usage
Unique
Hosts"

September 1996 (opened September 19)
October (Annual Meetings)
November
December
January 1997
February
March
April (Spring Meetings) 2/

May

June

July

August
September (Annual Meetings)
October
November
December
January 1998
February
March*
April (Spring Meetings)
May
June
July
August
September
October
Total

2,731
4,901
3,952
3,539
4,709
4,839
5,439
7,744
8,588
7,500
8,595
9,044
11,419
13,681
11,909
12,814
14,516
15,651
11,014
21,705
20,857
17,305
14,622
14,974
20,864
19,996

Number
of!liU

25,343
33,338
21,940
19,510
25,679
26,125
28,782
45,972
50,033
55,406
48,596
57,093
72,186
81,254
65,195
67,513
88,126
95,871
63,358
131,514
114,730
105,627
91,997
97,565
131,176
130,006
1,773,935

Part B - Hits by Region

Industrial countries
Of which:
United States~
Developing countries
Of which:
Africa
Asia
Europe
Middle East

Western Hemisphere

Other"

Total

Cumulative hits
since opening

Percent of
Total

1,082,107

61

759,686
232,427

43
13

10,386
l09,790
58,529
8,248
45,474
459,401

1
6
3
I
26

1,773,935

100

2

I/ Web server usage statistics identify the number of unique hosts (unique uacr addrcascs) rather than the number of individual users. A
single host may be used by multiple users. Data on unique hosts should therefore be used as an indicator of trend rather than of nominal
usage.
2/ The tint hyperlinb wCR opened at the Interim Committee's Spring Meetings.
3/ Hits from the United States include all users with addresses ending in org, com, net and cdu, which includes a significant number of users
outside the United States. The Fund, for which the address ends in orx, accounts for 40,417 hits. or jull under 7 percent ofthe total.
4/ "Other" includes numerical addreues when:: a country of origin is not specified,
•Technical problema provmtod a full month's ~unt by hosts and bits.
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11.
A voluntary registration system was introduced on the DSBB at the end of June 1997
to provide information about the audience being reached by the DSBB. There are now about
I 0,200 registered users; based on the information provided, about four-fifths of registered
users could be identified by profession, of which about 45 percent could be classified as
financial market participants.
12.
In September, 1996 the Executive Board endorsed the establishment of electronic links
(hyperlinks) enabling users to move directly from the metadata posted on the DSBB to up-todate economic and financial data maintained by subscribers on a national summary data page
on the Internet. In order to establish a hyperlink, the data disseminated on the national
summary data page must correspond in all respects to the data described on the DSBB. The
first hyperlinks were open in April 1997 and hyperlinks are now in place for 17 subscribers. 23
Almost all remaining subscribers have indicated their intention to introduce hyperlinks.

Subscribers with hyperlinks are: Argentina, Canada, Colombia, Croatia, Hong Kong SAR,
Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
23
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APPENDIX III

DISCLOSURE TEMPLATE ON INTERNATIONAL RESERVES AND RELATED ITEMS

(All items except those shown in italics would be prescribed for diucmiiW:ion with weekly periodicity and wcek.Jy timeliness; the full
disaggregation would be prescribed for dissemination with monthly periodicity and timeliness.)

L Re1enre u1et1 1/
(l)

Foreign exchange

(a)

Currency

(b)

Dfl.posits

(1)

Deposits with foreign monetary authorlries and the BIS

(11)

Deposits With banks and other firu:incial institutions headquart1red in the r1pornng country
Ruidfl.nt abrood

Resuient in the reporting country 21
(iif}

Deposits wuh banks and oth1r financial in.rtttuttons haadquartcred outside tli• reporting country
RcSJdcnt abroad

ReJ1dent nt the reporting country 21
{c)

Sccur1fles

(d)

Other (please specify)

(2)

Monetary gold

(a)

Gold bullion, uclud1ng gold loans

{b)

Go'd loons 31

(3)

SDRs

(4)

Reserve position in the Fund

(l)

Other reserve assets (please specify)

Memorandum items:
Pledged assets included in reserve assets
(a)

'Under repurchase agreemcnu and stcurtrtes lending 41

(b)

other

Secunties included tn reserve assets that are issued by foreign branches and subsidianes of institutions headquartered rn
the repor11rtg country
IF1nanc1al derivatives included in reserve assets (marked to market)
Volwnc of monetary gold (millions offlnc troy ounces)

IL Other foreign currency assets and credit lines
(l)

Foreign currency assets of the monetary authorities not included in reserve assets

(a)

Depos1rs wuh residenr banks and other resident financial 1nst11uhons

{b)

Assets denominated in non-convertible currencies

(c)

Pledged assets not included in reserve asset.J

(d)

Other

(2)

Undravm. and unconditional forcLgo currency credit lines ' '

,?o:

provided
(a)
ore1gn monetary authonties
(b)

Banks and other financial instuunons hwdquartered 1n the reporting country

{c)

Banks and other financial 1nst1tut1ons headquartered outside the reporting country

(d)

Other
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m.

Predetermined short-term drains on foreign exchange assets SI
a..tdaal Maturity
(nominal value)

Tow
1)

Foreiw.i currency loans,
securities, use of Fund
=dit/loans, Ind other
liabilities 6/

2)

Notional value of ~gate
short and long positions m
~ljvqa.ble forwards and
furcs (including forward
leg of currency swaps) in

On call or maturing
in l month or /as

GrHIO' than

1 montlt·.3
numlJu

fofcign currencies Vl!-A·vis
the domestic currency

(•)

Short postr1ons

(bj

Long pos1t1ons

Memorandum it«m;
Short--temt domestic currency debt
indexed to foreign CWTeneics

Notional
value of=~~
long ~tiona
in
·
c Ind

f01Wards and liltum

=

u

f~dlcgof~cy1~aps

foretgn currencies vis-8.·VlS the
domestic cu~ncy
(a)

{b)

in

Shon po~1t1ons

Long pos1t1ons

IV. Contingent short-term drains on foreign exchange assets l/
(1)

Undrawn and unconditional foreign currency credit lines

!provided to:
Foreign monetary authorities
(•)
(b)

Banks and other financial 1nst1tut1ons headquartered 111 the reporting country

(c)

Banks and other financial in.slltut1ons headquartered 011.t1Jde the reporting country

(d)

Other

(2)

Colla.tcrali.zcd guarantees on forciiJl currency debt falling due within one year 71

(3)

Foreign ctuTcncMccurilies with a maturity over one year, Wucd with embedded options that could render them
abort-tenn liabi ·es (puttable bonds)

4)

Aggegate short and long positiom of options in foreign cun-encia vi.s-i.-vis the domestic cuneocy 8/

(•)

Short positions

(b)

l)

(i)

Boughtput.s

(Ii)

Writtel'I calJ.s

Long positions
(i)

Bought calls

(ii)

Written puts

Other contingent foreign currency liabilities (please specify)
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l/ Defined according to the fifth edition of the Balance ofPayment.s Manual (BPM5), but subject to the provision of
supplementary guidelines.

21 Deposits with resident banks and other resident financial institutions for which counterpart foreign claims are
readily available to and under the effective control of the monetary authorities.
3/ In gold lending it is common for monetary authorities to have their gold bullion physically deposited with a bullion
bank, which borrows the gold for trading purposes in world gold markets. The ownership of gold is usually
regarded as remaining with the monetary authorities, which earn interest on the gold deposits. The gold is returned
to the monetary authorities on maturity of the deposits. To minimize default risks, monetary authorities require
adequate collateral (such as securities) from the bullion bank. Gold loans may be recorded as reserve assets
provided that the collateral backing the loan meets the conditions for inclusion in reserves (i.e., foreign assets that
are readily available to and controlled by the monetary authorities for balance of payments purposes) and can be
used by the monetary authorities if the borrower cannot meet a call.

41 Repurchase agreements (repos) are transactions involving the sale of securities at a specified price with a
commitment to repurchase the same or similar securities at an agreed upon price on a specified future date. A
common practice is for countries to record repos as collateralized loans rather than as a change in ownership of the
underlying securities used as collateral. Under such a treatment, the repoed securities remain on the balance sheet of
the borrower. Where the monetary authorities are borrowers, a loan liability is to be recorded and the cash or
deposits that are the likely counterparts to the transaction are included as reserve assets. The template seeks, as a
memorandum item, detail on repoed securities if they continue to be included in reserve assets.
51 Information for these items is required for both the monetary authorities and the central government (excluding
social security) because the consequences for availability and drains on foreign exchange arising from these items of
the central govenunent (excluding social security) are akin to those of the monetary authorities.
61 Use ofFund credit and loans should be reported according to the standard repurchase schedule, although under
certain circumstances the entire amount 1s subject to an immediate repurchase obligation.

7I This refers to liabilities not already covered in Section III (I) of the template e.g., guarantees of corporate debt.
8/ If option positions are sizable, additional information on strike prices and other conditions of the options will be
needed to form a judgrnent as to the foreign currency implications of the positions. As most options can be executed
continuously no detail on the maturity structure is requested.
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